We examined the mineralization performance of a nacre protein, AP7, within seawater mineralization assays that form aragonite and magnesium calcite. Under these conditions AP7 forms hydrogel particles that vary in size and complexity depending upon ionic conditions. These hydrogels "hijack" the mineralization process by limiting nucleation in bulk solution and promoting nucleation within the hydrogels.
The aragonite polymorph is a primary mineral component of many invertebrate oceanic skeletal elements, such as the mollusk shell nacre layer, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and is one of the oldest examples of crystalline metastability in Nature. [7] [8] [9] [10] Typically, the equilibrium form of calcium carbonate, calcite, forms from the assembly of nanometer-sized mineral clusters, known as prenucleation clusters, (PNCs) [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] into an amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursor that subsequently transforms into calcite under ambient conditions. [18] [19] [20] [21] However, stabilizing agents, such as MgĲII) ions, can promote aragonite formation instead. 7 This is clearly seen in invertebrate organisms that live in seawater, where the ratio of MgĲII) to CaĲII) is approximately 5 : 1 and a Mg : Ca ratio >2 is known to promote aragonite and magnesium calcite (MgC) nucleation and inhibit calcite nucleation. 1, [7] [8] [9] [10] Since the mollusk creates and assembles aragonite within a nacre macromolecular matrix, 4, [22] [23] [24] it is plausible that nacre protein families, or proteomes, manage the ACCtoaragonite formation process in the presence of MgĲII).
To learn more about this MgĲII)protein-mediated process we adapted an existing microvolume calcite-based rapid in vitro mineralization assay (0-60 min) [25] [26] [27] to foster aragonite and MgC formation using seawater ratios [i.e., 5:1 MgĲII) : CaĲII)] at pH ∼ 8.0-8.5. 7 Note that the actual MgĲII) : CaĲII) ratio in the mollusk nacre matrix is not known at present 7 and thus our selection of the 5 : 1 MgĲII) : CaĲII) seawater ratio represents an initial starting point for nacre proteinaragonite studies. Within this model system we tested the ability of an intrinsically disordered, amyloid-like aggregation-prone abalone shell nacre protein, AP7 (Haliotis rufescens, MW = 7565 Da, 66 AA, pI = 5.85 ), [25] [26] [27] [28] to modulate the formation of aragonite, MgC, PNCs, and ACC. Here, we find that AP7 forms porous hydrogel particles ( Fig. 1 , top panel) over a range of ionic conditions at pH 8.0. Flow cytometry measurements demonstrate that 5 : 1 MgĲII) : CaĲII) induces the most significant increases in hydrogel particle dimensions (FSC parameter) and alternations in granularity or internal structure (SSC parameter) ( Fig. 1 , lower panel; Fig.  S1 , ESI †). [29] [30] [31] These effects were also observed by AFM tapping mode imaging where the protein particle radii, heights, and surface roughness (R q ) values increase by a factor of 2, 1.5, and 2, respectively, in the presence of CaĲII) and by a factor of 5, 7, and 6, respectively, in the presence of 5 : 1 MgĲII) : CaĲII) relative to low ionic strength conditions ( Fig. S2 , ESI †). This sensitivity to ionic conditions at constant pH ( Fig. 1 ) indicates that AP7 forms ion-responsive porous hydrogel particles.
What effect do these ion-responsive hydrogel particles have on the calcium carbonate nucleation process under seawater conditions? Under protein-deficient conditions calcite, aragonite, and MgC mineral phases form over a 60 min period ( Fig. 2 top panel; Fig. S3 -S7, Table S1, ESI †). When we conducted these same assays with AP7, we expected to see phenomena similar to what was reported in calcite-based assays: the formation of protein aggregates that deposited onto existing crystals and facilitated the growth of highly modified crystals over a 60 min period. [25] [26] [27] [28] However, using the same AP7 concentrations as per past studies, we found something quite different: we observed a low incidence of bulk solution MgC and aragonite crystal growth but a high frequency of mesoscale protein hydrogel deposition ( Fig. 2 , lower panel; Fig. S3 , ESI †). A closer examination of these hydrogels revealed the presence of small, round, nanoparticle cluster networks within the gels ( Fig. S3 and S4, ESI †) and these particles were confirmed to contain both MgĲII) and CaĲII) ( Fig. S6 , ESI †). MicroRaman analysis indicated that an aragonite phase is a component of these hydrogels (Fig. S7 , ESI †). Hence, relative to the control scenario, aragonite, MgC, and calcite mineral formation appears to be taking place preferentially within the AP7 protein hydrogel particles as opposed to bulk solution.
From the foregoing we suspected that in a seawater environment AP7 hydrogel particles are a significant species in terms of number and size and may be attracting ion clusters, thus competing with free bulk nucleation processes. To verify this we turned to quantitative CaĲII)-selective electrode potentiometric measurements [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] where either CaCl 2 or 5 : 1 MgCl 2 : CaCl 2 are continually dosed into carbonate buffer and PNC and ACC formation in bulk solution is monitored at pH 8.5. Note that, compared to our mixing experiments ( Fig. 2) , these potentiometric titrations are pH regulated and involve slower dosing of Ca(II) and Mg(II) into carbonate solutions and thus provide a different kinetic scenario for nucleation. As shown in Fig. 3 and described in ESI, in Mg(II)-free condi-tions AP7 hydrogel particles prolong the time interval for PNC formation (Fig. 3A ) but neither stabilize nor destabilize PNC clusters (i.e., linear region slopes are identical) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and there is no detectable impact of AP7 hydrogel particles on ACC formation and stabilization processes ( Fig. 3C , note sigmoidal region endpoints are the same). However, within a seawater environment, a different scenario is at work. Here, the initial ion association and PNC stability in bulk solution are unaffected by both Mg(II) ions and AP7 (Fig. 3B ). However, the time interval for PNC formation and the corresponding nucleation of ACC are delayed by a factor of 2 or 6 when Mg(II) or Mg(II)/500 nM AP7 are present, respectively, and at 1 μM AP7, we are unable to detect ACC nucleation events in bulk solution (Fig. 3B , Table S2 , ESI †) as evidenced by the absence of a peak region and subsequent sigmoidal region. This indicates that Ca(II) ions are being incorporated into ionic clusters but these clusters are not forming ACC in bulk solution. Thus, we conclude the following: since mineral nanoparticles form within AP7 hydrogel particles during this same time period (Fig. 2) , and we know that AP7 can assemble mineral nanoparticles in solution, 27 then the nucleation of ACC in bulk solution is severely restricted as a result of the recruitment or capture of ion clusters or PNCs by the AP7 hydrogel particles ( Fig. 1-3) . With regard to ACC formation and stability, we note in Fig. 3B that the endpoints of the sig-moidal curves are similar for protein-deficient and 500 nM AP7 samples, which indicates that AP7 and Mg(II) ions do not affect ACC formation (note: at 1 μM AP7 ACC nucleation is not occurring at this protein concentration, at least in the bulk solution). [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] With regard to post-nucleation solubilities or ACC stability (Fig. 3D) , we note that the curves are very similar for the protein-deficient and 500 nM AP7 samples, with a small decrease noted in the solubility terms for both conditions (Table S1, ESI †) . Collectively, these current results are consistent with the behavior of AP7 at pH 9.0 in the absence of Mg(II) ions: 26, 27 AP7 hydrogel particles do not significantly impact either ACC formation or ACC stabilization in bulk solution. This provides an important piece of information relative to protein-mediated polymorph formation: no new AP7 protein functionalities emerge in the presence of Mg(II).
Conclusions
Our present study now adds three new observations regarding the molecular behavior of an intrinsically disordered, amyloid-like aggregation-prone abalone shell nacre protein, AP7, within a seawater environment. First, under a variety of conditions AP7 forms mesoscale porous hydrogel particles but within in a 5 : 1 MgĲII) : CaĲII) environment these particles possess the widest range of dimensions and internal or structural complexities (Fig. 1 ). At this time we do not know what internal alterations are occurring within the protein hydrogels that would affect side-scattered light parameters, although we postulate that these phenomena may be related to alterations in internal porosities or morphologies ( Fig. 1) and this possibility will be examined in subsequent studies. Second it is not known if the increase in AP7 aggregation is due to either an increase in ionic strength (i.e., 50 mM MgCl 2 /10 mM CaCl 2 versus 10 mM CaCl 2 ) or if it is MgĲII) ion-specific. We believe that the latter is plausible, since MgĲII) was detected in assay-generated AP7 hydrogel particles (Fig. S6 , ESI †) and it is known that AP7 can interact with different multivalent ions. 28 Thus, it would be worthwhile to study MgĲII) -AP7 binding in more detail and determine if specific or non-specific proteinmetal ion interactions drive the protein aggregation process to higher levels.
Second, under seawater conditions AP7 hydrogel particles significantly impact the in vitro mineralization process to a degree not seen in earlier MgĲII)-free AP7 studies ( Fig. 2 and 3 ). [25] [26] [27] Specifically, we note that initial ion association in bulk solution is not affected by the presence of AP7 and MgĲII) ions (Fig. 3B) as evidenced by the similarities in the initial potentiometric slopes. However, all subsequent observations ( Fig. 2; Fig. S3 , S4, S6 and S7, ESI †) clearly show that protein hydrogel particles contain calcium carbonate speciesincluding aragoniteyet bulk solution ACC nucleation is inhibited (Fig. 3) . Given that AP7 can assemble mineral nanoparticles, 27 if we take all these observations into consideration our results indicate that the AP7 protein hydrogel particles "hijack" the mineralization process by acquiring calcium carbonate precursors from bulk solution and incorporating these within a thermodynamic protein hydrogel environment where aragonite and MgC formation crystal growth can occur. Hypothetically, if we extrapolate this process to the nacre layer, then AP7 in concert with other nacre proteins could form hydrogels that dictate where and when nucleation can occur within the nacre and thus impact downstream events such as protein-mediated polymorph stabilization, nanoparticle organization, and the assembly of nanoparticles into mesoscale nacre aragonite tablets. [32] [33] [34] Further experimentation will be required to establish if this does indeed occur in situ. Third, it is important to note that MgĲII) does not induce any new mineralization functionalities for AP7, such as the ability to create hydrogel particles (Fig. 1) , stabilize ACC, alter PNC stabilities (Fig. 3) , or promote additional aragonite or MgC formation (Fig. 2) . Rather, MgĲII) ions enhance inherent AP7 aggregation and mineralization activity. Furthermore, MgĲII) and AP7 cooperatively induce synergistic effects on the mineralization process ( Fig. 3 ). At this time we do not know if the MgĲII) ion enhancement of AP7 aggregation and mineralization function are unique to AP7 alone, or, represent a general trend across other nacre-associated proteomes. However, we note that similar MgĲII) ion effects were reported for biomimetic polymers 35 and thus this might be the case for some nacre proteins as well.
